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Barry Michaels v. Nexstar Media Group, Inc
MUR 7484

Dear Counsel:

This office represents Nexstar Broadcasting, Inc. dba KLAS TV I ("Nexstar" or
"KLAS TV 8"). Please accept this letter as Nexstar's response to Barry Michaels' Federal
Election Campaign Act (the "Act") Complaint (the "FEC Complaint"), MUR 7484.

As outlined below, Mr. Michaels' contention that Nexstar's criteria for the upcoming
United States Senate candidate debate in Las Vegas, and his principal concern about the
requirement for proof of a relatively-nominal $50,000 in fundraising, is without merit.

For your information, Mr. Michaels has filed litigation in the U.S. District Court for
the District of Nevada, case2:18-CV-01620-JAD-GV/F, and there is a hearing scheduled for
this coming Friday, September 14,2018, conceming his request for a preliminary injunction.
As the enclosed Declaration of Lisa Hor,vfield ("Howfield Declaration", attached hereto as

Exhibit 1) filed in the litigation reflects, Nexstar is a privately-owned company that owns
and operates KLAS TV 8 in Nevada, as well as another 133 stations in 99 additional markets
around the country. Howfield Declaration atfQ. In2}l4,Nexstar determined to begin
hosting more debates by its stations around the country and adopted formal debate
participation criteria to govern participation in those debates. Howfield Declaration at fl3.
In order to accomplish this goal, Nexstar developed a set of objective criteria to determine
which candidates it would invite to the debate. Howfield Declaration at fl4. These criteria
include requirements that the candidate be eligible for the election, be polling at a
sufficiently high number, and have engaged in meaningful fundraising within the state - all
with the goal of inviting only serious candidates for the position. Howfield Declaration at fl5.
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Those criteria also include a set of objective indices of a functioning campaign, and a

putative candidate must establish that he or she satisfies five of them to be qualified to
participate in the debate. Howfield Declaration at tf6. Among these indicators are planned in-
ãistrict appearances or invitations to appeff and/or speak at public gatherings and press

correrage identifying the candidate as a candidate in the current election by at least eight
unique news reports in media (e.g. newspapers, TV, cable news, radio, or online news

websites that are recognized by local andlor national media). Howfield Declaration at fl7.
Candidates who fail to satisfy five of those criteria must demonstrate a minimum level of
polling recognition. Howfield Declaration at $8. Finally, federal candidates for federal office
must ãlso establish, through filings at the Federal Elections Commission, a minimum level of
fundraising in the state. Howfield Declaration at fl9. These criteria apply equally to all
candidates, regardless of party affiliation or viewpoint. Howfield Declaration at fll0.

As part of KLAS TV 8's bona fide news coverage of the 2018 midterm elections, on

or about June 15, 2}lï,Nexstar decided to hold a televised debate among the leading

candidates for Nevada's 2018 U.S. Senate election. Howfield Declaration at'l|f 11. KLAS TV
8, on July 27,2018, mailed to all candidates who had registered with the Nevada Secretary

of State to run in the U.S. Senate race, a letter announcing plans for the debate and providing
KLAS TV 8's objective criteria for debate participation. Howfield Declaration at $12. On

July 30, 2018, Mr. Michaels called KLAS TV 8 and complained that the $50,000 fundraising
provision would disqualiS him. Howfield Declaration at 1T13. KLAS TV I informed
Michaels that he had to satisfy all of the criteria listed, including the fundraising provision
and the polling requirement, in conjunction with the express terms of the criteria. Howfield
Declaration at fl13. Mr. Michaels responded by email on Wednesday, August 1,2018,
arguing that, if he qualified under the first three sections of the debate criteria, he was (on the
face of the policy) not required to satis$ the fundraising criteria. Howfield Declaration at
,1T15. KLAS TV I responded on August 3,2}I9,reiterating that Mr. Michaels did not satisfu
the requisite criteria and would not be invited to participate in the debate. Howfield
Declaration at'1J16.

Mr. Michaels' Complaint to the FEC focuses exclusively on his contention that
Nexstar's inclusion of a minimum fundraising threshold as part of its debate criteria is
(despite all evidence to the contrary) a targeted criterion designed to preclude the
participation of otherwise deserving candidates not belonging to one of the two main
political parties. This is facially and demonstrably false.

Case law nationwide is clear on this point - a broadcaster is within its sound
journalistic discretion to preclude a candidate from a televised debate ifits selection is
viewpoint-neutral. ooA broadcaster could, under the First Amendment, exclude an

independent candidate with little popular support in the reasonable, viewpoint-neutral
exercise of its joumalistic discretion." Ark. Educ. Tv Comm'nv. Forbes,523 U.S. 666,682-
33 (199S) (emphasis added). ooTo be consistent with the First Amendment, the exclusion of a
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speaker from a nonpublic forum must not be based on the speaker's viewpoint and must
otherwise be reasonable in light of the purpose of the property." Id. at 681.

Nexstar's debate participation criteria are completely consistent with the criteria that
other broadcasters have used. Nexstar's criteria do not consider candidate platforms, party
affiliations, a candidate's stance on any specific issue, or any other subjective factors related
to any given candidate's viewpoint. Howfield Declaration at fll0. Nexstar developed and

implemented the criteria following a carefully considered use of its journalistic discretion,
consistent with the debate's status as a nonpublic forum. Looking to the face of the
requirements themselves, there is nothing related to a candidate's viewpoint. Howfield
Declaration at fll0.

Nexstar's debate participation criteria are objective requirements expressly designed

to limit KLAS TV 8's debate to serious candidates. Even outside of Nevada, circuit and

district courts nationwide have repeatedly found that debate participation criteria that include
things like on fundraising thresholds, polling numbers, and other indicators of the
seriousness of a candidate's campaign - are objective within the meaning of the FEC's
regulations. For example, in Forbes, the Supreme Court validated the use of polling numbers
and the prospective candidate's apparent lack of financial support, evidenced by his failure
to report campaign finances to the Secretary of State's office or to the Federal Election
Commission, finding that these factors reflect an "objective lack of support" and not
subjective, viewpoint-based criteria. Forbes,523 U.S. at 682-83. "There is no substance to
Forbes' suggestion that he was excluded because his views were unpopular or out of the
mainstream. His own objective lack of support, not his platform, was the criterion." Id.
Similarly, inPiccolo v. New YorkCity Campaign Fin. Bd., the court found thata
requirement that a candidate have raised funding - in excess of the $50,000 including in
KLAS TV 8's criteria in this case - was an objective, reasonable selection criterion. Piccolo
v. New York City Campaign Fin. 8d.,05 Civ. 7040 (GBDXMHD), 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
99233 (S.D.N.Y. 2007). "[A]ll participants, prior to the . . . second debate, statutorily limited
to 'leading contenders,' must have raised or spent at least $250,000.00 and polled at ten
percent or higher in the selected polls." Id. at*68-70. Finally, in Marcus v. Iowa Pub. TV,

the Court also found that the use of fundraising benchmarks as part of the candidate selection
process for a televised debate was objective and reasonable . See Marcus v. Iowa Pub. TV,97
F.3d 1137 (8th Cir. 1996).

KLAS TV 8's criteria for the Senate candidate debate are objective, reasonable, and

directly related to a viewpoint-neutral evaluation of the seriousness of each candidate. While
Michaels objects to the $50,000 fundraising criterion, his protests ring hollow. If he is truly
serious in trying to reach the 311,388 Nevada voters not registered either Republican or
Democrat, even a layperson's analysis would wonder why he has done no fundraising within
the state. It tests the limits of logic to believe that Mr. Michaels, who would not have
qualified for the debates under multiple criteria set out by Nexstar, is a serious candidate for
the U.S. Senate in Nevada. Nexstar's use of a minimum fundraising amount as one part of its
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candidate-screening process is designed to ensure that Nexstar affords only serious
candidates a platform at the debate. The debate criteria facially do not consider party
affiliation. Moreover, when Nexstar applied these general criteria to Michaels' desire to
participate in the debate, they did not consider his party affiliation (or lack thereof).

There is simply no basis for Mr. Michaels' Complaint and it should be found
meritless and either dismiss the matter or find that there is no cause to find that that any
violation occurred. 'We would be pleased to answer any questions the FEC may have.

Very truly yours,

Charles D. Tobin

CDTijas

cc: Enforcement Division of the Office of the General Counsel
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Case 2:L8-ov-OL620-JAD-GWF Document L3-l- Filed O9l07lL8 Page 2 of 5

Joel E. Tasca
Nevada Bar No. 14L24
Justin A. Shiroff
Nevada Bar No. L2869
Ber¡¿np Spesn LLP
1980 Festiv al Plaza Drive, Suite 900
Las Vegas, Nevada 89135
Telephone: gOÐ 47I-7OOO
Facs-imilet Qoz) 47t-7o7o
tasca@ballardspahr- com
shiroff @b allardsp ahr. com

Attorneys for Defendant Nexstar
Media Group, Inc. dba I{LAS TV8

I.{EXSTAR MEDIA GROUP, INC. dba
KLAS TV 8; SARKES TARZIAN, INC. dbA
KTNV TV; DOES T.-10,

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COTTRT

DISTRICT OF NEVADA

BARRY MICHAELS, an individual, 2 : 18- cv-01620-JAD -G\ryF

Plaintiff
vs

Defendants.

DECI,ARA1TION OF LISA
HOWFTELD IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITTON TO PI"AII\MFF"S
EMERGENCYMOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INruNCTTVE
RELIEF INCN NO. 3]

I, Lisa Howfi.eld, a citizen of Clark County, State of Nevada, over l8'years of

age, being duly sworn, declare as follows:

1. I am Vice President and General Manager with Defendant Nexstar

Media Group, Inc. dba KI"AS TV 8 ("KLAS TV 8"). I submit this d.eclaration in

connection with Defendanf,s Opposition to Plaintiffs Emergency Motion for

Preliminary Injunctive Relief (ECF No. 3). The facts stated in this declaration are

based on either my personal knowledge or review of KLAS TV 8's regularþ-

maintained business records unless stated otherwise. I could" and would testify

competently to facts below if called upon to do so.

MUR748400042
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Case 2:I8-Iv-0L620-JAD-GWF Document l-3-L FiledOglOTlt9 Page 3 of 5

2. Nexstar is a privately-owned company that owns and operates KLAS 1V

I in Nevada, as well as another 133 stations in 99 additional markets around the

country.

3. \n 2014, Nexstar determined to begin hosting more debates by its

stations around the country and adopted formal debate participation criteria to

govern participation in those debates.

4. In order to accomplish this goal, Nexstar developed a set of objective

criteria to determine which candidates it would invite to the debate.

5. These criteria include requirements that the candidate be eligible for

the election, be polling at â suffi.ciently high number, and have engaged in

meaningful fundraising within the state - all with the goal of inviting only serious

candidates for the position.

6. Those criteria also include a set of objective indices of a functioning

campaign, and a putative candidate must establish that he or she satisfy five of them

quaiified to participate in the debate

7. Among these indices ¿¡s: planned, in'district appearances or invitations

to appear and./or speak at public gatheringsi and press coverage identiffing the

candidate as a candidate in the current election by at least eight unique news reports

in media (e.g. newspapers, TV, cable news, radio, or online neïvs websites that are

recognized by local and./or national mediÐ. A true and correct copy of the entire list of

criteria for the debate candidates is attached here as Exhibit 1'4.

8. Candidates who fail to satisfiz five of those criteria must demonstrate a

minimum level of polling recognition. Exhibit 1'A at pafi 4.

9. Finally, federal candidates must also establish, through filings at the

Federal Elections Commission, a minimum level of fundraising in the state. Exhibit

L-A at part 5.

10. These criteria apply equally to all candidates, regardless of party

affiliation or viewpoint.

2
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Case 2:18-cv-01-620-JAD-GWF Document 1-3-1 Filed 09/07/1-8 Page 4 of 5

lL. As parù of KLAS TV 8's bona fide news coverage of the 2018 midterm

elections, on or about June 15, 2018, Nexstar decided to hold a televised debate

among the leading candidates for Nevada's 2018 U.S. Senate election.

L2. KLAS TV I on July 27, 2018, mailed to all candidates who had

registered with the Nevada Secretary of State to run in the United States Senate

election a letter announcing plans for the debate and providing KI,AS TV 8's

objective criteria for debate participation.

13. On July 30, 2018, Ptaintiff called KI"AS TV S and complained that the

$50,000 fundraising provision would disqualify him.

L4. KI"AS TV 8 informed Plaintiff that he had to satisfr all of the criteria

listed, including the fundraising provision and the polling requirement, in

conjunction with the express terms of the criteria.

15. Plaintiff responded by email on W'ednesday, August L, 2018, arguing

that, if he qualified. und.er the fi.rst three sections of the debate criteria, he was (on

the face of the policy) not required to satisfr the fundraising criteria. A true and

correct copy of the email corïespondence between Plaintiff and me is attached here as

Exhibit 1-B

16. KL"AS TV I responded on August 3, 2018, reiterating that Plaintiff did

not satisfu the requisite criteria and would not be invited to participate in the debate.

L7. KLAS TV 8's review of Ptaintiffs candidacy indicated that he failed to

meet the debate c,riteria in multiple ways.

1-8. Under the third criteria, Plaintiff did not seem to have any planned in-

district appearances or invitations to appear and/or speak at public gatherings, had

no indication of any donations (despite having a treasurer), and the press coverage of

his campaign is almost entirely self'driven.

L9. Ijnder the fourth criteria, Plaintiff is not polling at a suffi.ciently high

number to qualifr on that basis. Additionally, Plaintiffs past electoral e:rperiences

related to primary campaigns for Congressional District 3, a district-restricted

3
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election, which is clearþ not "the same offi.ce or a comparable offi.co" to a state-wide

general election for a U.S. Senate seat.

2A. Under the fifth criteria, Plaintiff has not frled any documentation with

the Federal Election Commission detailing contributions to his campaign, let alone

suffi.cient proof that he reached the minimum total of $50,000.

21. Plaintiff is not eligible to participate in the KLAS TV 8 debate for

multiple reasons.

22. KLAS TV 8 relief on its journalistic judgment in determining who to

include or exclude from the debate.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Dated.:Septembe" 5, 2018.

By àvwr"l"^, førl*
Lisa Howfietd J

4
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IT 1-A

EXHIBIT 1-A
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Proposed l-.,lexstar debate policv

Nexsta¡ Broadcasting Inc. is committed to hosting fair and open debates among qualified

candidates as part of the Company's mission to inform the public and assist voters in making

important electoral decisions. To determine who is a qualified candidate, the Company has

adopted the following objective and non-discriminatory criteria to govern which candidates are

eligible to participate in Company-sponsored debates. In order to be eligible to participate, a

candidate must comply with ø// sections of this policy.

l. A candidate must be legally qualified and (x) listed on the ballot for the office the

candidate is seeking or (y) be a write-in candidate who meets all of the legal
qualifications required by the federal, state or municipal govemment for the office being

sought and has filed the appropriate papers for write-in status.

2. A candidate must have publicly announced his or her candidacy in a public forum. For

the purposes of this section, "public forum" includes an announcement of candidacy on

the Intemet.
3. A candidate must be actively campaigning for election in the jurisdiction he or she is

seeking to represent for the office he or she is seeking. To meet the definition of an active

campaign, a candidate must have all of the following:
a. A campaign headquarters with a paid and/or volunteer stafithat is open to the

public during business hours. For the pu{poses of this subsection, a eampaign

headquarters may not be a private residence, but may be a business address used

primarily for non-campaign purposes; and

b. A campaign phone line; and

c. A publicized, dedicated candidate-specific website or web page; and

d. Planned in-district appearances or invitations to appear and/or speak at public
gatherings; and

e. Monetary contributions and a campaign treasurer; and

f. Campaign literature; and
g. Press coverage identifying the candidate as a candidate in the current election by

at least eight unique news reports in media (e.g. newspapers, TV, cable news,

radio, or online news websites that are recognizedby local and/or national media).

4. If a candidate meets at least five but not all of the requirements in Section 3 above (and

meets the requirements in Section 5 below) and can show either:

a. . He or she has received a minimum of 5 percent for a primary election, or 10

percent for a general election, support in an established, professionally conducted

nonpartisan poll without taking the survey's margin of error into account or
b. The percentage of votes cast for the candidate in a previous election within the

four years immediately preceding the current election exceeds a minimum of 20

percent of votes for the same office or a comparable office,
the candidate is eligible to participate in the debate.

5. In addition to the requirements of Sections 1-4 inclusive, a candidate for a state or federal

office must have reported, on official forms filed with the appropriate election authority,

MUR748400047
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accepting at least $50,000 in monetary, as opposed to in-kind, campaign contributions, at

least 25 percent of which must be raised from in-state constituents. For local offices, a

candidate must have reported, on ofücial forms filed with the appropriate election
authority, having accepted at least 515,000 in campaign conkibutions.

6. Nexstar Broadcasting Inc. and its affiliates, employees, agents and servants shall not
guarantee to any candidate or candidate's campaign, verbally or in writing, that the

candidæe will be included in a debate until the requirements of this policy, and each of
them, have been satisfied to the satisfaction of Nexstar Broadcasting Inc. and its

affiliates.

MUR748400048
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EXHIBIT 1-B

EXHIBIT 1-B
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Lisa Howfield

From:
Sere
to:
Subject:

Good afternoon Mr. Michaels,

We will not be altering our policy.

Usa Howfìeld
Vice President and General Manager
KIAS 8 News Now - The Valley's News Leader
3228 Channel 8 Drive
Las Vegas, NV. 89109

 Office
 Cell

702-596-9538 Fax

Lhowfield @lasveeasnow.cgm
www.laweeasno\ r.corn

that eadr party not drscn.-m¡nate on thê basls of rece or ethnicity.

From : Nevada Only <nevadaonly@yahoo.com>

Sent: Frìday- August 3, 2018 9:55 AM
To: Lisa Hovr¡fie ld <LHowfi eld @ lawegasnow.co m>
Subject Re: Up coming Senate debate

Dear Lisa

Thank you for your response, however neither of your references site any
case law.

The FCC equal opporhrnity section seems to leave a little wiggle room in
their interpretation and may not apply, although it appears it has not
"yet"been adjudicated. but discrimination surely does apply.Your poliry
diminishes my ability to be heard and most of all the public's right to free
and fair elections.

Lisa Howfield
Tuesday, August 7,2A18 4:38 PM

'Nevada Only'
RE Up coming Senate debate

1
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It appears your company arbitrarily added a $50,000 donation clause for
one reason, to eliminate all but the major party candidates knowing they
had already raised more than that amount.

Below is the FCC federal statute defining a qualified candidate.

Section 73.L940 [47 CFR 573.1940] Legatly qualified candidates for public
office.

[a] A legally qualified candidate for public ofñce is any person who:
[1] Has publicly announced his or her intention to run for nomination or
office;
(2) Is qualified under the applicable local, State or Federal law to hold the
office for which he or she is a candidate; and
t3l Has met the qualifications set forth in either paragraph [bJ, [cJ, [d), or
[eJ of this section.

tbl A person seeking election to any public office including that of
President or Vice President of the United States, or nomination for any
public office except that of President or Vice President by means of a
primary, general or special election, shall be considered a legally qualified
candidate if, in addition to meeting the criteria set forth in paragraph [aJ
of this secEion, that person:

tll Has qualified for a place on the balloü or
{2) Has publicly committed himself or herself to seeking election by the
write-in method and is eligible under applicable law to be voted for by
sticker, by writing in his or her name on the ballot or by other method,
and makes a substantial showing that he or she is a bona fide candidate
for nomination or office.

As far as raising the required funds from now until September 6th goes,
there would be no way to verifii them since FEC ñlings for that period are
not due until October 15th., and you're requiring them to be filed on
official forms,

I believe I am the only other candidate [out of 4J for the U.S. Senate that
meet all of your other requirements. Therefore, I am hereby requesting
your station allow me to participate in your upcoming debate.

2
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On the other hand, if your current company policy is left to stand, I will not
hesitate to litigate this matter in federal court and ask for declaratory and
injunctive relief.

Thank you,

Barry

Barry Michaels MPA, DC

J u mpstart Corpo rate Servîces, LLC.

9708 Gitespie Street
Suite 104
Las Vegas, NV 89L83

 

On Aug 2,2Ot8, at 3:14 PM, Lisa Howfield <LHowf¡eld@lawesasry > wrote:

Mr. Michaels,

Thank you for your response. The governing federal statute can be found here:

https:4www, law.co rnell.ed rJlcfr/te{t/l1/110. 13

and you can find the NYC mayoral debate criteria referenced in my prior email here:

https; //wr¡¡w. nvccfÞ= i nfo/odf/Zo17 De bate Progra m Crite ria.odf .

Lisa Hov'rfield
Vice President and General Manager
KLAS 8 News Now -The Valley's News Leader
3228 ChannelS Drive
Las Vegas, NV. 89109

Office
 Cell

702-596-9538 Fax

Lh.owfield @l a gvesasnow.co m
www,lasvegasnow.com

Kt AS does not digcrlmlnate in advenising contracts on the bâs'rs of råce, ethnidty or gender and fiIrthêr rêqu¡fes that in üe performânce qf all KLAS rdvertÈing
agrÊements, l(t¡s r€quires ütat aãch pany not dlscflmlnate onthe bâsb of face or sthntdty.

Thb e-mâ¡l and any il6 trånnitted ,rr¡t'l ft ar€ the propcrty of Nexstar BroådcãsdnE, lne, sre corÏf,dendaL ãnd are lñtended solely for úe usê ofthe indMdui¡l or
entity to whom thls email 'rs addnessêd rnd/or aB ¡ndÌcâted in the applicable filc, lfyou arê not one ofthe nâmed recipiênt(s) or oüerwise hwê reason to believÊ
tltt you hâve received thls meisage ¡n error, pleâsé notil the sênderend deletr tlris mÊ¡sage immedittev from your computer. Any stt¡er use. r€tentjon,
disserninaüon, for¡mrdlng, prlntlng, or copy¡ng oftn''s e.mãll ts strictly prob¡b¡ted"

From: Nevada Only <nevadaotrlv@r¡ahoo. >
Sent Thursday, August 2,2:OL810:53 AM

3
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To: Lisa Howfield <LHowfield@laweeasno
Subiect Re: Up coming Senate debate

Lisa, would you please forward me any recent case law that supports your company's position. Thanks
Barry

Sent from my iPhone

OnAug2,2018,at9:34AM, Lisa Howfield<LHov,rfield@lawegasno >wrote:

Mr. Michaels,

Thank you for letting me know you have filed a complaint whh the FCC The FCC
does not have a policy or rules that establish any particular debate criteria for
broadcast stations to follow or meet. ln addition, federal law permits (and requires)
the staging organization to use pre-established objective criteria to determine
whether to include a candidate in the debate. The only limitation under federal law is
that the staging organization may not use nomination by a particular party as the
sole criterion and nowhere in our policy does party affiliation or lack of pa'rV
affiliation factor into our criteria for inclusion. Accordingly, the fact that you are
running as an independent is not a factor we have considered as relates to your
participation.

To the extent the FCC seeks to confirm our policy and criteria are neutral and applied
equaf ly to all candidates, we will be happy to provide them with a copy of our
established críGría for participation- We will further provide them wíth information
that supports the fact that these criteria have been applied equally to all candidates
for participation in our debate for the U.S. Senate seat open in Nevada.

Further, as the preliminary paragraph of our Debate Poliry states, to be eligibfe to
participate, a candidate "must complywith q/l sections of this policy." This includes
sections 1,2,3, and 5, with section 4 relevant only if a candidate does not meet all of
the criteria set forth in section 3. Nowhere in the poliry does it state that onlythe
criteria in Section 3. we have had the policy revíewed by our own counsel and are
confident that if presented to a court for interpretatíon, a court will conclude all
means all and not just the requirements set forth in Section 3- As to the monetãry
thresholds, our policy ¡s not the only polirywhich has established monetðry
mínimums for participation (for example, New York CiÇ establishes monetary
funding and expenditure critería for participation in mayoral debates), and so long as
the minimums are applied equally to all candidates, they are neutral criteria.

We do not set arbitrary early cut-off dates for determination of whether a candidate
meets our criteria. Should you meet the crÍæria between the date hereof and the
date scheduled for the debate, please let us know so that we can veri[r the
infonnation and include you in the debate-

Lisa Hor¡¡field
Vice President and General Manager
K[-AS 8 News Now - The Valley's News Leader
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3228 Channel 8 Drive
Las Vegas, NV. 89109

 Office
 Cell

702-596-9538 Fax

Lhowf ield.@ lasvgsa.gnow.co m

WWw.lawesasîol4/,çom

KLAS does not d¡scrimlnate ln advertising contracts on the bas¡s of¡ace, ethnicÍty or genderand further r€gu¡res thãt in the perfurmance of
all Kt AS advertis¡ng agreements, KIAS reqoiresthat eac'r party not dlscrlmlnate on the bas'ls of race or efrniAty.

th¡s e-ma¡l and ¿ûy files transmfüed with it are the property of Nexstar Broadcastin& lnc, are confidenliã|, and are ¡ntênded sol ely for tt¡e
use ofthe ¡nd¡vidual or entityto whom thÈ email ¡s addressed and/or as indicated in the applicable file. lfyou are not one ofthe named
feciPient{sl or ot¡erùlse have reeson to believethat you have rece¡ved th¡s messa€e ir¡ eÍror, please notify the seaderand delete t¡is
messagé imned¡ately fom your computer- Any oúrer use, reteífon, disseminat¡on, formrd¡ng; prir¡ting, orcopy¡ngof t¡¡s e-mail is
stric$y prohibited.

From: Nevada Only <nevad?only€vahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 3L,20L8 3:58 PM
To: Lisa Howfield <LHov'¡fìeld@lawesasno >
Cc: Michael Zapin <¡dchaeleza pin@em

Subject Up coming Senate debate

Dear Lisa,

I am qualified as a candidate and will be on the
November ballot for the U.S. Senate. I believe your
station, KIAS-TV Channel B is discriminating against
me by deliberately requiring above and beyond that
which is legally required as a qualified candidate.

Two independent lawyers have already confirmed
that if the criteria met in paragraph three is fully
satisfied, then the requirements of paragraph 5 do not
cCIme into play. I strongly urge you to go back and
grve that language a second look. \ffhat you have told
me verbally contradicts the clear written language of
your poliry.

I have not raised $50,000 nor do I feel I need to. My
web s ite www. B arryForU S S enate.co m is b eyond that
of Dean Heller's or |acþ Rosen's, and my social media
presence is as good, if not better, than either of theirs.

The fact that I'm running as an Independent should
have no bearing on whether or not I'm allowed to
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participate in your debate. For this reason, I filed a
complaint against your company with the Federal
Communication Commission [FCC] this morning.

I have already relied on the language to my detriment,
as plans for the debate was an integral part of my over
all campaign strateg¡r. I will not hesitate to pursue all
legal remedies based on your written poliry, including
damages for fraudulent representation and possibly ::ìi
injunctive relief to stop the debate from taking place, ;;
in the event I am excluded from participation, for 'q

purported paragraph 5 criteria ;
rc

Please advise and be guided accordingly. ä

Thankyou, ñ

Barry

Barry Michaels MPA, DC

Barry For U.5- Senate 2018
Jumpstart Corporate Services, LLC.

9708 Gilespie Street
Suite 104
Las Vegas, NV 89183
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